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The Perception of Taxes
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Taxes are often considered a necessary evil. The topic evokes strong
sexemotions.
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• Focusing solely on how much of an investment gain could be lost to taxes
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• Worrying so much about taxes that it adversely affects decision making
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Eating Up Gains
Many (if not most) investors focus on the pretax value of their investments,
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Such tax issues may leave some investors saying, “I’ll just avoid paying,retaxes
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In August 2004, an investor bought 200 shares of Google at $100 per
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Assuming a federal and state tax rate of 20 percent, there would be $24,000
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Summary
Taxes are possibly the largest single expense that investors incur, even greater than management fees or
commissions. Therefore, ignoring the impact of taxes is one of the biggest mistakes you can make.
However, it is also possible to become so concerned with taxes that you deviate from a prudent
investment strategy to avoid the pain of paying them. You would be wise to remember that the only
thing worse than having to pay taxes is not having to pay them.
For more on these topics, see Chapters 27 and 47 of Investment Mistakes Even Smart Investors Make (2012)
by Larry Swedroe and RC Balaban.
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